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The chambers of the S.c. Hou e.
Senate and Supreme Court came ali e
thi pa t week a delegate from ixteen college and univer itie tatewide attended the 41 t annual outh
Carolina tudent Legi lati e Fall Se ion in Columbia.
Out of the 74 bill pre ented in
committee meeting on the first day
of the four day conference. 2 were
written by tudent in Dr. Weldon'
South Carolina State Legi lative Proce cia. Twentyfive p ed committee and were forwarded to the
Hou e and Senate floors to be debated
o erthenextthreeday. ineofthe e
bill 'ere pI d on the docket for
debate.
On Thur day at nine a.m., Go ernor Da id Bea ley welcomed the delegat to the Fall Se ion. He acknowledged the importanc of thi
organization and th hard wor' nd
dedi ation of the member of
S.C.S.L.
Coa tal' delegation proved their
dedication nd hard ork by recei ing the award of "Be t Medium Sized
Delegation". Other award won included, 'Be t Oral Argument"
(Shawn Toole), "Be t Floor Delegate" (Erin Lehman), 'Be t Attorney" (Donnie Jones), "Be t Written
Brief' (Donnie lone.), and "Be t
Legislation" (Dana Shuler).
The fir t bill to be pre ented in the
House was written by Gloria Bonali
and co pon ored by Shawn Toole.
The pre enter i gi en fi 'e minute to explain hi legi lation to the
Hou e, afterward a period of que tion and an wer i opened to the floor.
The pre enter j bombarded by que tion from other delegation .
Que tion that aro e concerning
Bonali' bill included: "How would
the elimination of thi tax effect tho e
people with lower income ?", "What
would be the e timated 10 of revenue due to the elimination of the
food tax?", and "What types of food
would be con idered for tax elimination?"
Following thi a five minute period of debate i conducted. During
thi period, delegate tate their opinion on the bill and try to persuade other to vote accordingly. Then come
the time to decide if the bill will pass
or fail. With a yeah or a nay the delegate voice their deci ion.

PIlOt b Erika Hememann

Dr. Weldon advi delegat preparing for the presentati n of ha n
Toole bill. From left to right hawn Toole Paul Fulton Dr. eldon
Denise Gulledge and Erin Lehman.
Bonali' bill pas ed and wa ent
to the Senate where the proce begin al1 over again. When a bill
pa e both hou e it i ent to the
governor to be ign d into law or vetoed. After two grueling day , Governor Stuan Cate, a enior from The
Citadel, pas ed thi bill into law.
The e "mock" law are ubmitted
to the real S.C.legi lature to be conidered during their e ion. Many
bill that have been pas ed into law
in thi tate were developed in the
S.c. Student Legi lature.
Another aspect of S.C.S.L. i the
chance for tudent to argue a Supreme Court ca e. The tudent attorney prepare and debate the ca es in
front of a panel of tudent Ju tice .
Both Donnie Jones and Shawn Toole
were acknowledged for their panicipation in thi year' Supreme Court
chal1enge. The ca e argued concerned media law and the influence

of tabloid journali m.
The tudent prepared for t 0
month prior to the conf rence.
Hours were pent re arching, writing and rewriting the bill. Cia
hours wer pent learning parliamentary procedure, practicin ho to
present their bill and critiquing e h
others legi lation.
The Student Government A
iation funded the five day trip to Columbia. which
as attended by I
Coastal delegate and their ad i or
Dr. Weldon. According to Deni e
Gulledge, "It wa ery informati e,
fulfilling, timulating and a well
exhau ting. But mo 1 of all, the trip
helped u to unde tand th comple iti of the legi lative pr e . It
probably one of the mo t rewardin
experience that I've had during my
ti me here at Co tal."
S.C.S.L. w found db Dr. Dougla Car]i Ie in 1956. The main pur-

nion Co
Erika Heinaman
Gua,Wnter

It
Friday 0 tober 31 and
thirt -two tuden decided n 1 t go
to any traditional Hallow n Part
but in tead tra eled to Athen G r-

id a on

See page 11

Register Early for Alcohol 101
CCU chosen as site for
alcohol awareness computer program
Coastal Carolina University is
the only demonstration site in South
Carolina for "Alcohol 101," an interactive computer CD-ROM program
designed to combat alcohol abuse on
college and university campuses.
More than 200 Coastal students are
scheduled to experience the program
during the testing phase, which continues through the end of the fall 1997
semester. The program will be released nationally in 1998.
Produced by the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in partnership with The Century Council,
Alcohol 101 teaches students to
maintain personal control and safety
by helping them to understand the
consequences of harmful drinking, as
well as alcohol's effects on judgement
and physiology. The program also
stresses that abstaining from drinking is an equally valid option.
Alcohol] 0 I focuses on three primary issues: (1) consequences of
harmful drinking, including overdose
and sexual abuse; (2) drunk driving;
and (3) factors that effect blood alcohol concentration and the resulting
effects of behavior. Program users
are invited to a "virtual party" where
they are faced with the situations and
pressures typical of college social
gatherings. Users witness the consequences of irresponsible decisions
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made by characters at the party and
see alternative strategies based on responsible decision making.
"Coastal Carolina University's
participation in this program is predicated on our commitment to university and student responsibilty," said
Ron Ingle, president of Coastal. "Because 5] percent of the undergraduate student population is 21 years old
or above, the university has a
responsiblity to stress the fact that alcohol consumption by minors is not
only against university policy, it is
against the law. In light of the recent
alcohol-related tragedies at other universities around the country, we must
be vigilant in providing adequate educational opportunities with regard to
responsible alcohol use, as well as
,alcohol abuse. Alcohol 101 is an integral part of the university'S alcohol
abuse prevention program."
The program can be accessed
from five mM computers in the Computer Assisted Instruction (CAl) Lab
in Coastal's Prince Building. Students in Coastal's Freshman Success
Seminar, athletes, fraternities, and
sororities and other students will use
the program during the semester, according to Vicki Gardner, coordinator of the Alcohol and Drug
Preventional Program at Coastal.
Research surveys from Coastal
students who experience Alcohol 101
wil I be used by the producers of the
program to develop implementation
strategies before its offical release in
]998.

•
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CIlJ H:sts Cb1fer ax:e en Wi ] ] ; am Fc=u,] kiEr
To honor the

prize-winning Ameri~---:--- can novelist William
Faulkner, Coastal Carolina University is hosting "William Faulkner
and Southern History: The Centennial Conference" on Nov. 21 and 22
at the Wall School of Business Auditorium at Coastal Carolina University. The conference i free and
open to the public.
Charles Joyner, Burroughs Dis-

tinguished Professor of Southern History and Culture and director of the
Waccamaw Center for Cultural and
Historical Studies at Coastal, organized the conference. "This conference will feature a number of prizewinning literary scholars, historians,
and novelists who have a special affinity for Faulkner's work and a penetrating insight into the fascinating
world he created in his no\ els,"
Joyner said.
One of the prominent authors of
the 20th century, Faulkner wa ' born
in 1897 is Mississippi, the ~etting for
most of'his novels including The

Counseling

M~~~~:i:~:-

Sound and the Fury, As I Lay Dying,
Light in August, Absalom, Absalom.'
and Go Down Moses. Faulkner won
the Nobel prize for literature in 1949.
He died in 1962'.
In addition to lectures and readings, the conference will include a
one-man performance by James L.
Skinner, professor of English at Pre byterian College, who win portray
Faulkner.
For more information about the
conference. call 349-2] 02 or e-mail:
cjoyner@coastal.edu .

USA TODAY
IS LOOKING FOR YOU!! •
USA TODAY, a daily national publication, is conducting a nationwide search
for the nation's best college students. They are looking for individual who not
only exceed in the academic field, but are leaders on campus as well. Sixty
college students will be selected and named to the 1998 All-USA Academic Team
and will be featured in the newspaper. Twenty of these students will receive a
$2,500 cash reward. For more infonnation and a scholarship application, come
by The Chanticleer office located in the Student Center room 203. The dead•
line for submission is November 29, 1997.

vices offers a support
group for Coastal Carolina University students with eating disorders on
Thursday evenings from 5:00 to 6:30
p.m. The group meets in the Student
Center room 20 I. The group is confidential and is open to anyone who is dealing
with anorexia nervosa, bulimia, compUlsive
eating, and/or compulsive dieting. For more
information, please call the Counseling Services
Center at 349-2305 and/or Katie at 946-6364.
On Tuesday evenings, from 5:00 to 6:30
p.m., the Women's Issues Group meets in the
Student Center room 204 to discuss issues of
concern to women. The group is open to all
women students, faculty, and staff of the University. For more information, please contact
the Counseling Services Center at 349-2305.
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Member of the S.C. Press Association
"I don't propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as
lustily as Chanticleer in the morning, standing on my roost, if
only to wake my neighbors up."
-Henry David Thoreau

Announceme
CCU, MUSC, and Francis arion
University in co-op nursing program
A cooperative arrangement ha
been approved allowing qua1ified
Coa tal Carolina Univer ity tudent
to particiapte in a nur ing baccalaureate degree program in collaboration
with the Medical University of South
Carolina (MUSC) and Franci
Marion Univer ity. The program will
be implemented 10 the fall
1998 erne ter.
The four-year program allow tuden ,after completing their core
prerequi ite our ewor - at
Co t I. to tran fer at the b ginning of their junior year
into MUSC' bachelor of
cience in nur ing (BS )
progqlm, which h a atellite
location at Franci Manon Univer ity in Florence. The program
i expected to enroll ...O tudent p r
year and a mininum offive 10 will
be re erved for qualified Coa tal
Carolina Uni ersity tudent.
All upper di i ion cour ework
will be de igned and taught by MUSe

faculty at the Franci Marion Uni erity ite although elected cour e
may be tran mined via atellite to
Coa tal. Clinical experience will be
offered in Florence and at other ho pital nd clinical agencie in the area.
"Thi expan ion of the atellite
BS program will erve tudent in
the Pee Dee and Grand Strand
areas of South Carolina by
pro iding tudent the
opportunity to obtam the
four-year degree without
having 0 lea\e the ar a,
said John Id ux, pro 0 and
vice pre ident of Academic
Affair at Co tal. M n of
the program graduate are
expected to remain in the
Pee Dee and Grand Strad region, here population growth
projection indicate the need for 10crea ed health ervice in the future
ccording to Idoux.
For more information, contact
Charmaine Tomczyk. a i tant vice
pre ident for cadem~c Affair, at
349-2403.
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Director Won't Fire Losing Coach Dialogues opening up communication between races
Donald MilIus
Guest Writer

If Joey Sanders, who coached
the Coastal Carolina University team
to a third-place finish in the twentyforth annual Coastal Carolina Invitational, tells you that a barracuda ate
his team's winning fish, believe him.
I saw it happen. The Conway dentist, a 1974 Coastal graduate,just had
a horrible experience.
What would you expect on Halloween? The setting was perfect, a
gray, gloomy day with clouds coming lower and lower in a threatening
sky. The ocean was flat, almost, but
the gentle heave had not only wreaked
its havoc on a few of the anglers and
our photographer, but it gave the
sense of an impending storm. Sort
of like something out of a Poe short
story.
We were pleasantly surprised that
there were no whitecaps as Captain
Jack Orr piloted the "New Capt. Bill"
out from Captain Dick's Marina and
past the Murrells Inlet jetties into the
Atlantic Ocean. The further offshore
we went, the more the winds calmed.
They calmed too much, in fact,
for really good fishing. Instead of a
slow drift that would allow the anglers from Coastal, Clemson, U.S.C.,
and Francis Marion universities to
both fish on bottom for seabass and
with live and dead bait near the top
for king mackerel, we hardly moved.
No current, no wind.
I was fishing not with one of the
teams, but for the boat. Angie Vereen
had kindly invited us to let her cooks
prepare our king mackerel steaks at
her Sunnyside Restaurant. But we
had to catch the fish. One hit a Spanish sardine I was drifting over Richard Lee's shoulder at the bow. Sara
Isley, the 12-year-old daughter of the

Clemson coach, demanded that I let
her reel the fish in, but I explained
that Lee and I had a side wager on
the first king. (We later had one on
the last king, which he hooked, or so
he thought: it turned into a bonito, a
costly loss for the P.G.A. pro.)
Under Sander's care, the Coastal
anglers were doing well. The coach
had taken a king and a grouper, and
Kentaro Amemiya, Gordon Judd, and
Ernie Aaaron had four kings in the
icebox by early afternoon, well in the
lead. But don't count your kings before they're gaffed. As Amemiya
reeled in what could have been the
icer king, a shining torpedo shot up
out of the depths and seized his fish
in its front jaws.
One cannot reason with a 40pound barracuda. Nor could one
complain about the big amberjack
and kings that hit on the last drift to
put Clemson and Francis Marion into
the lead. The traditional asterisk on
the long-lost trophy of the Invitational
went to the latter with Coastal in third
place. U.S.c. finished fourth.
Will we replace the ]osingcoach?
Of course not. Coastal's tradition is
not to fire losing coaches, especially
for the fishing team. And the rain held
off until we got back to the dock.
Special thanks to Mitch Godwin of
Conway National Bank for providing
all the teams, coaches, and judges
with really neat t-shirts with leaping
blue marlins on them.
(Editor's Note: Milius is a professor in our English Department and
started the Coastal Carolina University Invitational as an intercoIlegiate
fishing match and seminar in 1974.
He fired himself as coach in 1990 and
Coastal has won three times since
with volunteer coaches from the community. He is actively recuiting a new
fishing squad for the 1998 Invitational.)

Returning Students Association Reopens
Doc Warden
Editorial Board

This club was first formed at
Coastal to help older full or part-ti me
students make the transition to academic life smoother. It helped nontraditional students feel more comfortable in the academic environment
and provided a support network.
Membership is once again open
to all enrolled students. Associate
membership is open to any Coastal
alumni, faculty or staff who may care
to support the club. We seek to create
aforum for students to meet with key

faculty and administrators and discuss issues concerning the returning
student population.
Since many of us have children
and hold jobs, issues such as childcare, adult continuing education and
night classes are major concerns.
The potential to form a strong
network among returning and nontraditional students on this campus
cannot be ignored. Veterans are especially encouraged to join us.
The next meeting is on Tue day
at 4:30 in room 204 at the Student
Center. Child-care will be available.

Unity:
a conscious effort
Adalia Ellis
Guest Writer

For the past month and a half, discussions on race unity have been held
here on Coastal's campus. The discussions have been an extremely successful vehicle for bringing together
people of different racial backgrounds. The levels to which the discussions have reached have been extremely positive and encouraging.
Those who have chosen to participate have shown a dedication as I
have never seen before on our campus. Dedication to talking about their
experiences knowing that they will be
heard and not ridiculed. It may come
as no surprise that once people shared
their fears and hopes the discomfort
of not "knowing" disintegrated. We
established as a group that this fear
of not "knowing" has contributed to
the separation along racial lines and
the choice to keep things that way.
During the discussions, pointers
were given on how to begin to bridge

the gap on a small scale through daily
activities. Beyond the dialogues
themselves, I have experienced a diversity of reactions on campus. As a
result of these discussions, I have
found it to be easier for me to bring
up racism and race unity in my everyday corwersations.
I particularly found one conversation some what humorous. I was
giving a workshop on Racism and
how it has affected the relationships
between black and white women at
the recent conference on Women and
Resilience. Some of the participants
were receiving class credit for coming.
One of the comments heard was
that when a professor announced this
workshop as one of the opportunities
for credit the reaction was, what she
coined, the "UH-OH" reaction. This
has been the most common response
I have run into while introducing this
dialogue. I thought that calling it a
Race Unity Dialogue might evoke a
more positive impression rather than
calling it a Racism Dialogue.
Unity implies a conscious effort
to finding solutions rather than dwelling on the problems, that is if you
believe there actually is a problem.

One of the mo t profound experiences
I ever had was at a function about two
years ago very similar to the Race
Unity dialogues we are having here.
One of the comments I made
was, "Why is it that white people get
so upset and unsupportive of black
people when issues of racial tension
come up~" A very close friend of
mine respOnded with, "Because black
people never tell white people when
they do things right."
It hit me then that we do have to
approach this issue from a more positive angle and that a few people, regardless of race, are making sincere
efforts that have to be acknowledged.
None of us can change the events of
our past but we can direct the course
of our futute.
It is my hope that more students
will paI1icipate in this successful program. We have to starr somewhere.
The next two dialogue dates are: November 13 and December 4 in the
Admissions Building room 003 at
6:00 p.m.
•
Thi program will go into next
seme ter jf you were not able to participate this semester. Come and be
a part of the healing.

------
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SCHOT.A,RSHIP FOUND~~TIO~

ATTENTION .JUNIORS!!!

•
•
•
•

If you have a 3.5 OPA or better;
If you are an American citizen;
If you are a full-time student;
If you are committed to a career in the
public service, the military, public
interest organizations, or
nongovernmental research or
educational organizations,

you may be an excellent candidate for a

TRUMAN SCHOLARSHIP
If you're interested, please see
Professor Dyer in Wall 301 C (Ext. 2628)
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C.U.D.A. Explores Florida Springs

ew Grade Policy oe

Brenna Semple
G~st

Writt'r

JefTFarley
On Oct. 31 the CUDA club gathered 12 members and et out on their
second annual trip to Florida with
Steve Luff. an in tructor from
SCUBA Syndrome. They arrived in
Williston, FL and dove at Devil's
Den, a crystal clear fre hwater natural pring that is 72 degrees year
round.
On Saturday. they do e to Cry tal
River to snorkel with the manatees.
Then they did a drift dive at Rainbow
River in Dennellon. one of the
cleare. t river in the world. That
night they did a night dive at Ginnie
Springs in High Springs. Ginnie
Spring °i al 0 a cry tal clear fre hwater .pring like Devil' den. That
was not enough for the e divers.
Before they drove home on Sunday,
they dove another fre hwater pring
called Blue Grotto in Willi ton.

On the Trip. three di ers received their open water certification,
two of which took the clas at Coastal.
We would like to congratulate
Michelle Co a, Jamie Hillard and
Kelly Koma on a job well done.
If you are intere ted in becoming
a member of CUDA, they have meeting twice a month on Tue day at 8
PM in the William Brice building.
The next meeting is ov. I l, come
and ee what they are all about.
Some events they are planning for
the future are a trip to Ripely'
Aquarium, the Living Sea Show at
IMAX a cookout and local dive .
They are al 0 trying to get ome
pecialty cour e planned ith
SCUBA Syndrome. Come explore a
whole new world with Coa tal Underwater Diving Adventure
(CUDA).

StaJlWriter

A policy that would allow tuden
to repeat a c1as for a bener grade may
or may not be in tituted b Co tal
Carolina Univer ity, depending on
who you ask.
A re olution In favor of a grade
forgivene policy was passed Oct.
20 by the Student Government A 0ciation. It will be discu eel on ov.
12 by the faculty Academic Affair
Committee.
Thi i ue ha been debated t
Coa tal before. It ha ne er p ed.
It may not p
thi time."I don't
hin [the re OIUli n] ould Oy with
Academic Affair ," id Profe or

'Idon think
[the re olution]
would fl
ith
cademic
Affair

Sanders recipient of Distinguised Teacher-Scho ar Award
Michele Kareta
G~st

Writt'r

After approximately two month
of deliberation, a committee decided
on who hould recei e pecial recognition among their peer for outstanding work a a teacher, cholar and
communicator
On Oct. 16, at Coa tal Carolina
Univer ity, the econd annual
Di tngui hed Teacher-Scholar Lecturer Award wa given.
Thi year's recipient wa Dr. Sara
Lyle Sandrs, a ociate profe or of
English, teaching fre hman compoition and literature and introduction
to lingui tics and methodology for
teaching Engli h a a econd foreign
language.
Dr. John P. Idoux, CCU provo. t
'aid, "We alway think about them
a being tacher, cholars, and, the
third part, a communicator-that's
what they really do. So, we e tabIi hed this award to do just that and
we achieved that, we think, by having the faculty elect one per on, from
among them elve , each year, to receive that recognition."
Sander aid, "For me. thi was
very intere ting becau e when I was
nominated the year before. Part of
the award is to gi e a talk to a general audience and it ha' to be something that how your work and scholar hip. That wa. really intere ting to
me to think about becau e I work as
a linguist, I know how to teach
through English as a teacher trainer,
and I know what intere t teacher
and for each part of tho e group I
know how to be a communicator."
"But I thought what out of anthis,

out ide of tho e groups, would anybody under tand and care about? I
realized' tory' wa the thing. that really went aero all of tho e thing.
Therefore. the propo al I had mad
really had to do with the ignifl£ance
of tory.
However complex the ta
of
tea hing may be Sander feel acompa . ion for her profe ion that reflects
in the cia room.
She aid. "I think really caring
about the students i important. I remember a book I once read b Joyce
Lott that lold a tory about when he
fir t began teaching, how he went to
the per on who taught what he was
teaching and he wa taking all kind
of note and he aid. 'Well, tell me
about what you teach.' He aid 'I
teach tudent '.'
"I think that when you get to that
point where you teach people, then
that's where you begin."
"I think teaching i a acred tm l.
It' a big re pon ibility to have people
come to learn with you and I think
being a good teacher is a ca e of
learing 'with', because, alway, if it
work well, I learn a much, or more,
from my students than they do me,"
aid Sanders.
The committee selected to judge
the nominee compri ed of a tudent,
a member ofthe support taff, a member of the community, an alumni, and
a member of Horry Telephone Coopemtive Inc., ponsor of the prestigou
award.
Idoux said the arrangement of the
committee i appropriate 0 that all
aspects of each individual are con idered.

"It a very unique committee.
Mo t committee that you have at
uni e itie to do thing ether will be
totally tudent committee or totally
faculty committee .
The majority of th committee
are f: ulty, which i appropriate. But
again, it ha repre entation from
many other are becau e, gain,
what we're trying to do by recognizing one person publicly i to try to
really recognize the entire fa ully
with a multitude of role that the
play, .. aid Idoux.
In order to a ure accura y in the
deci i e proce of thi award, the
committee was under no limited time
con traint.
"1 called them into my offi bac
in February and told them thi wa
going to be their mo t important and
mo t difficult deci ion. They were
not gi en a time limit becau e I
wanted them to ta e their time in
rna ing their deci ion. Becau e every nominee w certamly qualified
to receive thi award. The only problem i there' only one ' aid Idoux.
A flattered Sanders i grateful for
the recognition by her peer .
"The neat thing wa ,as oon a
they aid it, the faculty tood up and
that was 0 nice. That w very ati fying.'
A copy of the award and pre ntatilJn Will be sent to college ad unier ilie nationwide honoring Sanders.
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How would you compare dating in high
"To qualify for this credit" .... school to da ing in college?'
Joe Singleton
Guesr Wrller

What is more important?
On October 27, 1997 the CCU
Office of Public Information released
a statement. Included In this statement were the term and conditions
by which certain students may qualif)
to receive $]50.00 credit on a CCU
debit card to be used at the CINO

Aramark is not tru
refunding anything to
the students
Gille. To qualif for this credit " ...
students must present documented
berificatin of health ervices or
doctor's visit to Kim Montague, di-

rector of the Office of Residence Life,
in Residence Hall M 129."
This meager refund policy
should not be allowed to stand. A
policy such as this could only be put
into place in ordet to pacify those who
might seek greater compensation.
Aramark does not end up returning a
significant amount of money this way
becaue tudents will be unable to eat
in two places at once. If a student
chooses to eat luch over at the CINO
Grille then they will be forfeiting a
meal at the cafeteria. In this manner
Aramark is not truly refunding anything to the students. The fact that
the CCU administratvie staff would
approve such a policy 0 readily
raises a question. I CCU willing to
place the almighty dollar above the
welfare of its student ?

Reggie Bellamy, freshman
"You have more freedom in
college."

Amanda Yerkes, fre 'hman
"Guys. take you out in high
school. Here they take you to
a party."

Shawn Angel, junior
"There is no difference."

Wor t Pick Up Line
10. Just call me mil '. I'll do our
body good.
9. Yo bab), y u can be my Dalf)
Queen and I WIll b our
Burger King ou treat m
right and I'I dO lour wa
right awa

amaclan me crazy
6. He' bab what your ign
Caution, lip er I when w ,
Dangerou curv ahead,
Yeild?
5. If you were a hamberger at
McDonalds, you would be
McGorgeous.
4. Do you have a quarter; be
cause I told m,: mom I'd call
when I met the girl of my
dreams.
3. Did it hurt when you fell
from heaven?
2. Are your legs tired, because
you've been running through my
mind all day.
I. "F..." me if I'm wrong, but
don't you want to kiss me?

Be t Put Down Line
10. Haven't I een you someplace
before?"
" e ,that' why I. topped go
ing there."
9. Wanna 0 bad to my pi ~e."
"I don't know, ill two peop e
fit ndor a rock "
8. Hey, wanna dance')"
• 0, t an yo .'
"Don t than me, than G d
omeone asked) 0 ."
. I'd lIKe to call you. What s your
number?"
It's in the phone book."
"But I don't know your name.'
That' in the phone book too,"
6. Bo ': "So, what do you do for
a hving?"
Girl' "Female impersonator."
5. Sorry, I don't date outside my
species.
4. Gu': "Hey, come on, we're
both here for the same reason."
Girl: "Yeah! Let's pick up
orne chicks!"
3. Girl: "What are you looking
at?
Guy: "I thought you were
good lookin-g. Boy, was I
wrong!"
2. Hey baby, you're smokin' to
night."
"No, thanks I'm trying to quit."
I. Guy: "Just call me milk. I'll
do your body good'"
Girl: "I'm lactose intolerant!"

Abbie Billigi ,junior
, Guys spend more time with
you in high chool."

Verneatha Doctor, ophomore
"More freedom. 0 one to 100
o er you, telling you w at to d '

c

Perspecti e
If Coastal gets a football team,
should we get a new mascot?
are a beach town, why not orne ean
going beast? Thi area a] 0 has many
varietie of big game, why not orne
quadruped native to the region? Better till, how about naming the m cot after an in ect? They're ugly fearorne and after eeing" Star hip
Troopers" I'll ne er look at an in ecl
the arne way. Sound crazy, it i . Ju t
like thi debate. Why change a thing?
Change ometime uc·.

He Said
Hone tly I don't think we
hould change a thing. But when I
think of a rna cot I do think of omething ju t a little more "fear. orne".
You know lion tige and bear ... oh
my! A:ide from it' rich meaning and
poetic reference, let's face fact
folk . It's really nothing more than a
fancy roo ter. Be ide that, half the
'tudent body doe n 't even pronounce
it correctly, and when we abbreviate
it by aying' Chant " that make it
wor·e.
Since Coa tal i no longer part
of USC, doesn't it make en e to al 0
• make the rna cot more differentiated
from their? Be ides when it get
down to it. a gamecock i really ju t
a roo ter too. So no matter how we
'lice it their till chicken nugget. We

Mark" Doc" Miller
Editorial Board

One of my alltime favorite movies is the holiday cia ic "It' A Wonderful Life". In thi popular Chri trna tradition, Jimmy Stuart i' gi en
the unique gift of eeing \ hat hi
world would ha e been like ithout
him. I would like to attempt to gi e a
mall part of that gift to a elect few
people from Coa tal Carolina Univerity whom I fe I that, without their
pre. ence Coa tal would not be the
~ame place.
Imagine if you will, going uptair in the Student Center and wanting to re erve a meeting room or
needing something approved for po ting and eeing nothing but an empty
de k with the creen aver on the
computer saying: "Su an Lawing has
left her de k ... Permanently!!!"
What if you went to Graduation,
and there were no diploma. We
would hear hundred of faculty, taff,
and students creamng "Where'
Nadine Godwin?"

She Said
There i nothing wrong with
the chanticleer a our mascot. I think
mo t people do not like it be u e
they really do not under tand what it
mean. The origin of the word in
French and Latin mean • to ing clear
.' Henry David Thoreau make reference to the chanticleer in Walden
when he tate "thi foreign bird'
note i celebrated by the poets of all
countrie along with the note of their
nati e ong ters".
ure thi rna cot is more 0phi ticated than "The C; k" or "The
ole ," but houldn't arnot reflect
the tudent body? Let' not ]owerour
mascot to fit the tudent body, let'
rai. e our el e up to wh re we can
ha e pride in bearing the chanticleer
a our rna cot.

After dri ing into the dorm at
night, you ee that the only place to
park i behind M-Dorm. Too bad you
happen to live in A-Dorm. it i not
becau e there i too little parking, it
i becaue no one i there to control
off campu people from in ading
your pee. It ure would be nic to
ha e John back in the uard ha k.
If your ink in your d nn room
bu t , "flooding your room, your furniture break into more pi e that it
came in who whould e c II to be
there promptly and with geniun c nern? 0 one if it were not for Ed
Burnette.
It can be aid that the e people
are the "Un ung Heroe " of Coa tal
Carolina University.. Without the
people I am not quite ure that we
would be able to get along the arne
way. To M . Su an, M. adine, Officer John, and Mr. Ed, I alute you
for your efforts and abiltity to care
blindly for lhe masses. Though it may
not eem like it at time, what you do
does make a difference. A a matter
of fact, often, it is the difference.

a

e

Ki ha Grate
Mana mg Editor

A fe day ago, I wa riding
along in my dirty little red unbird
when I heard a bla t from the pa l'
(not that di tant of the pa t though).
Ahmad, a R&B inger, winging
"back in the day, when I w youn
I'm not a kid anymore, but omeda
I it and wi hI w a id again .. "
Thi ong cau d me to remember the
day when I wa younger the da
\\ hen life wa much more imple.
I "no that the older I get. th
more omplicated life get. I ju t
i h I could pre th pau e butt n
e ery once and a hile.
I am begining to thin that a my
graduation draw clo er ( May '9 here I come) that I am becoming entimental. I long for the day when
the mo t difficult deci ion I had to
make was whether or not I was g ing

'Lctters to thc Editor
Dear Editor
Thi editorial come not onl
from my 0 n per on I feeling but
from number of tudent who
apro ched me and a oed If there
anything I could do, being the ni r
CI
Pre id nt, to help in th ituation regarding th South Carolin tudent Legi latlon delegation and th
problem they f ed hen they tri d
to get funding thl year.
When they Inltially found out that
they were not going to recie e th
amount of money that they
ed for,
Donme Jone decided to ee if theJ1
wa anything he could do (a GA
Pre Ident), and went to ee our unier ity Pr ident Dr. Ingle.
ow
folk ,let me remind you that Dr. Ingle
ha repeatedly tated 0 er nd 0 r
again that h i "h re or the tu n
and I "con rn d a ut the ud n
need ' and that hi "d or I LWAY open.
II. hi d r a
op n, D nm did t to m t Ith
him, but upon m tm
e tern d admlnl tr t r,
found out th t hi pur
up light; REAL TIGHT.
So wh n Donni
a told a ut
a " pecial' fund et up few year
ago to ollect th exce money reulting from the c He ted in rea e in
our parking ticke ,(Ye, fol ,our
money, becau e as we all know, 0
faculty or staff m mbers are required
to pay parking tic et, in e it i unlawful to withhold paycheck H e
they do our grade - i the re ult if
we don't pay) he et out to ee the
person in charge of that account, Dr.
Sally Horner. After hearing the cau ,
he aid, "SURE." But, after seeing

Dr. Ingle,
ta e bac
tran fered.

Eri

H inem nn
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'Starship Troopers' promises high action.

but doesn't quite deliver

_~~>l,';"""""'.

In his late t effort, Robocop director Paul erhoeven bring hat pro
ducer on Da ison Robocop) c I
"an e IC war movie" to he I e

From first-time director Andrew
M. Niccol. Galtaca represent& the
best of the cience-fiction drama.
The film explores the highly controversial topic of human genetic engineering by gazing into the future
and suggesting some of the potential
ramifications of this young science.
To make the film's message all too
relative, the story is set in an ambiguous time-frame referred to only as
"the not-too distant future."
Ethan Hawke (Reality Bites) stars
in the film as Jerome Morrow, a student at 'Gattaca', the elite academy
responsible for training the astronauts
of tomorrow. Jerome is unlike his
classmates in three ways.
Fir t, his identity is an ingenious
facade, meticulously planned in order to fool the school's administrator. Second, that facade hides the
fact that he is a "godchild" also
known as an "in-valid" or "de-geneerate".
..
The administrators at Gattaca admit only the most fine honed aenetlcall '-engineere ~pe nu~:ns
who apply. Tho e In oClet w
were concei e \;,Vlthout t e aid of
genetic engineering are arge y Ignored a tn-valid"
The third trait which ets Jerome
apart from hi p er i the act tha
he is, at the time 0 t e stor b owing ever curve and standard 0
which Gattaca rate it stu em .
ema Thurman (Pit p Fiction)
joins Hawke a another stu ent at
Gattaca. The two form a relationship
which does not sour the main impac
of the story one Iota.
This i. all too often tne case when
a romantic subp ot i mtroduced into
a 'rory of this nature. Iccoi, hm ever. handles the coup e m a manner
which lends itself to character development and move t e sto along,
as well
Alt ouah . om parts of Gattaca
eem to be e t dana 109 at the film'
conclUSIOn, the overa I polnt 1. made
with cr ta clarity.
In a ime when clence- Iction
eem to be the film genre du Jour,
Gattaca di tingui he it elf without
the budget and di. traction '0 many
ci-fi picture have become reliant on.
Don't miss it.

!!ethe
The 11m brmg
which I handled rather er 0
an ,qUite graphicall ) with a a r
perspective of wartime propaga da
A the picture open ,the audIence
sees the first of many ·'Fed. t'
newsreels produced by the Citizens'
Federation, Earth s govermng body.
These newsreel were ba ed on the
World War II propaganda fi m produced by Holl wood in the J 930's
and 40's.
These 'infomerciaL ' maintain a
satiric undertone throughout the film.
In between news briefs. the action
takes the shape of explicit violence,
graphic special effects, and a story
that is mildly entertaining.
One of the movie's best chances
at quality is wasted on an obscure
character portrayed by Neil Patrick
Harris ("Doogie Howser, M.D.", Rent
(L.A. production]).

ounes):

~ohnny Rico (Casper Van Dien) warns the Mobile Infantry of an approaching Tanker Bug in the TriStar
Pictures and Touchstone Pictrues presentation "Starship Troppers".
•
Harns is fantas ic as "Carl
Jenkins", one of the high-school
graduates who, in the beginning of the
film, signs up for Federal Service in
the Armed Forces.
Jenkins possesses psychic abilities which render him eligible for
training in the elite intelligence corps
of the Federation. The character is
largel ignored throughout most of

the film, however, leaving his training and education (perhaps one of the
best aspects of the picture) obscure
and/or nonexistent.
As for the rest of the cast, it seems
like little more than so many fresh,
unknown faces running around with
so many horrible alien bugs.
Overall, this picture left me wanting. The most interesting aspects of

the story passed right on by, while the
superficial Hollywood aspects of violence, gore, and ex were heavily concentrated on.
The satire wa interesting, but not
quite enough to capture my full attention. In short, Robocop was better, and these filmmakers should
probably have left their foray into
science fiction at that.

· LIVE BANDS

'a.t.:.1lff,j:I."

I~JI'
,. NIGHTLIFE

I

I

lmg e All The Way
Truth and Consequence
u tl P wer

ov. 1
Beaut and The Beast: The
Chflstmas peclal

o .25
en In Black

ec.9
M Be. t Friend's Wedding

Dec.1I
Fa Off
one FI hing
omyand icheIJe's High
c 001 Reunion

Dec. 15
George of the Jungle

Ge Your Kicks!
Every Frida in

'o,"ember 11, 1997

SOURWOOD HONEY
Thi b nd h

ound

\\hl

During th la t 12 month . the
have become on of the mo note
band in the area opening for u h
act a The Edwin McCalll Band, The
Marshall Tucker Band and Widespread Panic.
Their mu ic i fre hand im enti e
while pre erving much of the tyle
and feel of the greate t rocker of the
pa t. Chri Connor and Ryan Goforth
head up thi fi 'e-piece group, a ting
inger- ongwriters while providing rhythm on a ou. tic guitar"
Wildly-inventi e lead guitari t
Je ie Jeffcoat dri e the mu ic ith

. I

n the Amencan mu ic ene rna be relati el 0 cure, her ingle" urn ' - the first
relea 'e off the new album - prom1 e
to take the world by torm.
Her ound i omewhat remini -

I. ric .
The elf-titled debut i a ail ble
in record tore. ou
d Hon
will be appearing I all) at Hurrican
Co e on o. 27 and t Royal Oa .
on o. 2 . Don't mi thi great
homegro n ct.

..::T..A.Z Z'
comin

c
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Take a walk on the dark side with Jedi Knight Dark Forces II
A review of the
interactive game
Hansel Varn
Staff Writer

With so many first-person acgames being released this year,
does a software company make
ts title stand out? By being set in
e Star Wars universe of course.
the re-release of the trilogy, and
ts twentieth anniversary being celbrated there is one game that
Idn't have come at a better time.
The name of the game is Jedi
ightDark Forces II. Released mid

October after almost two years of
development by Lucasarts Entertainment. this game has already established itself as a classic.
The player assumes the role of
a man named Kyle Katarn, who was
once employed by the rebellion in the
previous Dark Forces game. This
time he's on his own, seeking to find
a Dark Jedi name Jerec who killed
his father.
While on his quest for revenge
Kyle will learn the ways of the force
and eventually have to choose the
light side or the dark side. The use
of the force in the game is what sets
it apart from the originaJ game. Once
Kyle becomes an initiate to the force
he'll have neutral powers like speed,

jumping, force pull, and force seeing.
Should Kyle choose the Dark side
he'll get powers like force
grip(choke), lightning, and throwing.
The lightside uses more defensive
powers like persuasion(invisibility),
healing and protection.
Each force power uses a certain amount of mana, if Kyle runs out
of mana the force is no longer with
him. Mana can be regained by simply staying alive and not using any
force powers. After a minute or so
Kyle's mana will be full once again.
Of course no Jedi is complete
without his or her weapon of choice,
the lightsaber. In addition to the
lightsaber, Kyle is equipped with a
standard pistol. Other weapons he

oastal Productions hosts Casino Night
Beth Roddick
Assistant Associate Editor

Trying to plan your weekend acvities, but your cash flow is becomng a problem? Well Coastal producions announce Friday night activwho e cost might appeal to you,
ause its absolutely free.
Friday, Novemeber 14th Coastal
ctions presents Casino Night at
Sea Mist Resort in Myrtle Beach.
open at 9 P.M. and it goes on
ntil you run out of money (or J
.M., whichever comes first)
One of the things that most people
isunder tand about Casino Night is

they think that they have to spend
their own money that night to
"Gamble". Not so.
Everyone that comes through the
door gets an allotted amount of chips
that they can play on any of the tables
or slot machines. At the end of the
night you trade in your remaining
chips for tickets of the drawings of
various prizes.
Besides the tables, slot machines
and other various games there will be
a dancing floor set aside, and music
is being provided by DJ Tony D from
98.5 Kiss FM. There will also be free
food and the only thing that you will
have to pay for are your drinks.
For those of you on campus with-

out rides, free transportation is also
being provided. If you wish to go then
you must be in front of M dorm no
later than 8:30 P.M. and the vans will
take you there and bring you home
when the evening is over.
CoastaJ Productions is also asking
that anyone who is interested in being a dealer at Casino night attend the
Coastal Productions meeting on
Wednesday at 2:30 in the student center, or speak to someone in Coastal
productions directly.
Casino Night promises to be a terrific fun-filled (free) evening, so
gather up your friends and head on
out to the Sea Mist Resort. We'll see
you there.

Greek Life

can acquire are the storm trooper rifle,
crossbow, thermaJ detonator, concussion rifle, rail gun, mine, repeater
rifle.
Unlike most games of this
genre, killing is not the only point.
There are civilians present and shooting them leads to the path of the dark
side. Getting tprough a level is not
simply a matter of finding keys, their
is a fair amount of problem solving
required. The levels are huge, and
finding certain switches and items
necessary to progress can be difficult,
especially when you being shot at by
every low life the empire .and Jerec
has at their disposal.
Some of the enemies Kyle
faces are storm troopers, Gamorean
guards, Imperial officers, AT-ST's,
and various bounty hunters. One of
the interesting aspects of the storm
trooper is that when Kyle sneaks up
on them, the player can over hear
them engaging in small talk. Once
their aware of Kyle's presence though
they immediate shout "set blasters to
kill" and let him have it.
Jedi has an' easy save game feature so that you can save at anytime
without losing you progress. In between levels there are cinematic cutscenes with movie quality special effects and believe it or not, decent acting.
The graphics engine, while not
as advanced as Quake II's does the
job nicely, and all acceleration is done
through Direct 3D so all graphics
have the same look. no matter what

AI~ha

Sigma
Alpha
Meagen Carsey

owl-a-Rama
Jaime Hilliard
Guest Writer

On Sunday, October 24th,
Panhellenic Council held an all
""'nrnr'1tv event at Waccamaw Lanes.
from Alpha Sigma Alpha, Delta

Sigma Theta, Gamma Phi Beta, Phi
Sigma Sigma, and Sigma Sigma
Sigma sororities attended. Girls from
different sororities joined up on different lanes and had a great time. The
top scores were held bySam Lohr

with 154, from Phi Sigma Sigma, and
Keir Session with 135 from Delta
Sigma Theta. Future all sorority
events are being planned by
Pan hellenic for bowling and
rollerskating.

Minimum System Requirements:
Pentium 90Mhz, Windows 95 with
Direct X 5.0 or greater installed, 16
Megabytes of RAM, I Megabyte of
video RAM, 50 Megabytes hard drive
space, sound card, and 2X or greater
CD-ROM drive.
For more information go to this
sites:
http://www.lucasrts.com
http://www.jediknight.net
http://www.microsoft.com(follow
games link)

Think of others
Jo-Anne Reed
Guest Writer

The Residence Life staff has
joined the Rec 390 class to spon or a
As the school year is ,winding food drive for the Horry County Sheldown, the sisters of Alpha Sigma AI- ter Home. The Horry County Shelpha are continuing their role as an ter Home is a private, non- profit proactive group on Coastals campus.
gram that provides emergency and
The pa ,t few weeks we have spent temporary shelter to the children of
Horry County.
.
our time planning two rush partie
that occurred on Nov 6th and 10th.
The Shelter Home hou es abu ed,
We would like to express sincere abandoned and neglected children. It
thanks to the following organizations consists of two homes, one for the
for helping us publicize the events by girls and one for the boys. The age
making banners and flyers: Phi Sigma of the e children range from birth to
Sigma, Sigma Sigma Sigma, Gamma 18 years of age.
Phi Beta and Pi Kappa Phi. Thanks
We are asking for your help in
so much for your continued support! donating canned food and other nonAlpha Sigma Alpha is also host- perishable food items to place in the
ing its second annual "Big Man on designated boxes. These boxes can
Campus" competition this coming be found in areas around campus,
wednesday November 12th at 7:30 in such as the Student Center and Resithe WaJI auditorium. Admission to the dence Hall M-building.
event is only $1. Come watch some
You can also call the Horry
of CCU's finest men strut their stuff. County Shelter Home at 347-3309 for
Lastly the sisters of Alpha Sigma . more information. Happy ThanksgivAlpha would like to wish ey~ryone a ing!
Safe and Happy Thanksgiving Break.
Guest Writer

...

video card a computer has.
Jedi Knight also has a multiplayer component. There are
death match levels and capture the
flag arenas. The player also can
choose from an assortmant of characters to playas in mUlti-player, like
Boba fettor a woman Jedi. It is playable over the internet, LAN, and modem to modem. Microsoft's Internet
Gaming Zone ·tt about the most care
free way to find a game in progress.
The simple point and click interface
is especially good for novices.
Jedi knight is well balanced, in
both single and multi-player games.
Very rarely can a game achieve such
a feat. While playing this game the
player will actually feel as though
they are in the Star Wars universe, the
only thing missing is Obi-Wan
Kenobis voice saying "use the force".

Cam
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Windy City Fu : CC
Kisha Grate
Managmg Edaor
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One of the greate t experience in a per on' college career an
be attending onferences. \Vhile
conference can ar 10 ize. the 10formation encountered are a benefi
to anyone who attend . From 0 tober 29 through 0 ember 2, 199 ,
the executive taff of The Chanticleer
and Archarios. the literary magazine,
attended th A 0 iated Collegiate
Pres I College Media A ociation
held in Chi ago, IIlinoi . The conference had 0 er three thou and t dents from around the nation in attendanc .
The purpo of th con ere nee
w to how tuden 10 the media
ho to improve their pu It atlOn .
Meetmg were held througnout th
aa to inform tudent of the late
teehniau ,how to Impro e a
tt ement ale, and ho to 1m ro
writing kills.

s uden sa en

At the conference, students
were exposed to orne of the greatest
mind in media production. One of
the pecial guest at the onference
was Jacquelyn MItchard, author 0
the Oprah' Book Club ele lion The
Deep E1ld of the Ocean. who i al 0
a journalis .
One 'e.' feature of the confer-

tudent al 0 had the opportunit to
be in Rolling Stone magazine.
The. 'ational Mil' found tio
wa looking fo the next per on to e
featured in their mil campaign
ing theIr mfam u mil mou lace
The winner' ph to will b featured
in Rollmg SlOne
ot onl) wa
th conference for
student ,bu for
media ad\ -

Th

Chantlcl er

ia c
ill benefit our camp 10 t
our medi ' productIon will
e Impro ed
and

0

three advi 0 ,profe or Paul 01 en
and Dr. Ste\ e

Ba ti t tudent
BSU, Cont. from pg.

mgdom m \Vhieh we LI
a , one entitle , "GoIng to the
Chapel: How to Become and Fmd
the 'Perfec 'Mate." A membe who
attended the eminar asking" her
i God when Thing Go rong?",
Holl Tanner had this to ay," ThIS
weekend howed me that God IS with
me in the good time and carrie' me
in the bad time . Also, that God [ an
use] me to tell others of hi love and
awesomeness."
That afternoon erveral member
of the group attended a se sion called
"Random Acts of Kindnes .. which
entailed handing out meals and then
going out into the neighborhood' and
streets of Athens to pick up trash.
Although some member were not
exactly thrilled about the thought of
picking up trash, the result was the
same, "God i in ide all of us, all we
have to do is look." This comment

up tra h along
Saturda evenmg wa th fir t official chan e that t e tate ere a I
to di ide up mto their re peeled
group and addre the need of their
individual tate. It wa al 0 a time
for' pecial acknowledgement " of
which Coa tal's group revie ed for
giving nearly 200q( of their '96-97
pledged Mis. ions Goal . It was at thi
meeting that they learned that they
were the third large t delegation, with
32 people, from the entire SC tate
total of 451. Total attendan e at the
convention was near 4000!
After a great peaker. Alicia
Kirpatric-Bremer andexcellent mu ic
fro'"'1 Anna Hutto, the convention
ended. Each person in attendance, no

English majors journali m
minor and all other intere ted in
non-fiction writing are weI orne.
See Dr. Aly Culhane kli 20
For a course de cription ample yllabu

a
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Alys Culhane ••
T·m~ to be in one place
Michele A. Karetas
Guest Writer

Bang! "Ouch, that hurt!" A petite blonde, Alys Culhane struggles
to get her bike through the door after
her daily commute from home to
school. Born in Stuttgart, Germany,
Culhane's world may be considered
along the lines of anything but the
norm.
"It seems I've never Jived in any
one place for more than four year ,"
he aid. After the separation of her
parents at age 8, Culhane was introduced to traveling through visits between each parent.
"My dad was in New Hampshire
and my mom was in New York. So I
pent a lot of time gravitation between
the two places and that kind of made
me realize, because I went off and on
my own, that traveling wasn't that difficult," she said.
"My initial mode of transportation
was hitchhiking. When I got to college, I saved enough money to buy a
bicycle and I bicycled across the
country," said Culhane.
As a result. she published two
books entitled, Road Song. and The
Alaska Bicycling Tour Guide in its
second publication with talk of its
third.
The latter seems to be of sentiment
Culhane. "That was a kind
of special book in that it was published by a group of students at
Steven's Point. Undergraduates did
this and marketed it. I'll be going to
a conference in ovember where me

CAPE
!:ANDING
APARTMENTS

and some of the students it features
will talk about our various roles in
this," said Culhane.
These unique experiences and
energy has also sparked the interest
of her colleagues. Dr. Jill Sessoms,
chairman of the English Department, said, "She's gotten a lotofus
interested in doing some physical
activity in addition to sitting around
with our noses in the books and doing papers. I think she's a great addition to the department. She brings
a new energy and a different kind
of energy to what we do here.
""She is a unique individual, in
the fact that she has another life.
Sometimes we get so wrapped up
in our job that it's hard to have another life outside of that. She seems
to have an identity, " said Dr. Linda
Schwartz, professor of English.
With initial interests in veterinary medicine, Culhane was advised
otherwise while attending a twoyear school.
"I think I always knew that in the
back of my mind, it was, 'I want to
be a writer.' So that superceded the
interests in horses and agriculture.
"So then I went to the University of
New Hampshire and I've never really looked back at doing anything
but writing," said Culhane.
Despite her doctorate in composition and rhetoric and publications
in esteemed literary magazines,
there are the occasional rejections
that come with the territory.
However, she tries to remain optimistic. Culhane said, "It's beyond
me. There's something in me, to
where I can't be angry at anyone or
any particular thing, that says just

Want or

Need

Housing?

We're Just Minutes Away From CCU!
Spacious 1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apartments With
Outstanding Amenities!
Come Check Out Our Pool, Sauna, & Fitness
Center!
Call 293-CAPE For More Info! OR
Visit Us At Our Website At:
HTTP://www.rent.net/cape landing

dig your heels in deeper and try some
more because, I guess, really all I have
to blame if I don't succeed is myselfand I don't want to blame me!"
To help through these times,
Culhane says you must have a "support team." Three people comprise her
crew. "My dad, he's constantly helping me put things into perspective. Pete
{her common-law husband} is an incredible support person.
Working on my dissertation, he
wouldn't let me give up. And Wendy
Bishop {former teacher} who, writingwise, has been an amazing influence
on my work. She gave me a pair of
Teva sandals that are kind of big for
my feet, so I joke that I have big shoes
to fill. She's published more than any
person I know," Culhane said.
On the other hand, rejection hasn't
hindered her strides, especially on
campus.
"In the two months she's been here,
she's received a major academic enhancement grant of $2,500, gotten a
faculty welfare grant to go to a conference, she's had two articles published,
she's started a writing group, and she's
starting an outdoor club today," said
Sessoms.
In light of her passion for writing,
her future plans are unlimited.
"Kayaking the Inside Passage of
Alaska or going bicycling in Europe,
we haven't decided yet. I'd like to bicycle around the world," said Culhane.
Nevertheless, Culhane may have
found a place to call home here at
ceu. "I'm really glad she's here.
She's a breath of fresh air," Said
Sessoms. Culhane said, ''I'm gonna
break my record. It's time to be in one
place."

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Remind
people of your dependability- you may not
have shown it lately. You have a great desire to make things happen, so go out and
do them. The best way to deal with a problem is to act on it quickly rather than contemplate it anymore
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) You seek
harmony in your life and in the world
around you. You are a valuable advisor
since you are never selfish where your advice to friends is concerned. Don't be afraid
ofabsea
GEMINI (May 21- June 21) In hustle
and bustle of balancing school and work,
you must remember to take time for yourself so as not to lose sight of your goals.
Worry not, Thanksgiving will be here before you know it.
CANCER (June 22- July 22) You have
been very moody lately. Learn to pick a
personality and stick with it. Remember
that friendship is a beautiful thing, but you
only get out of it that which you put in.
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SAGITfARIUS (Nov 22- Dec 21)
You have a positive outlook on life but
beware of approaching disputes with
close friends and family. Do not condemn those who do not share your beliefs. Challenge yourself this month
Life is not out to get you, so standstill a
with omething new and exciting.
minute and allow it to catch up to you.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22- Jan 19)
LEO (July 23-Aug22)You have just enYou may think that you lack the courtered your favorite time of year. Your hapage to approach something new, but
piness is overflowing and those around you
you are admired by all around you as
can't help but smile. Don't be afraid of being both brave and strong. Your
things that remind you of the past.
heart has never been long, don't ever
VIRGO (Aug 23- Sept. 22) Don't forbelieve that it has.
get to tell the special people in your life how
AQUARIUS (Jan 20- Feb 18)
much they mean to you. Remember to take
While you tend to approach life with
some time to relax and make some special
an open attitude. just realize that not
plans for Thanksgiving break.
everyone is as approachable as you,
LffiRA (Sep 23-0ct 23) The chance of so don't get discouraged so easily. You
a lifetime just walked in the door. Don't be
are often accused of your lack of emoafraid to grab it and run. You're beginning
tion. Therefore you may need to go
to look at life in a new and interesting light,
out of your way to be affectionate this
but don't get carried away and forget those
month.
that led you to it.
PISCES (Feb 19- March 20) SimSCORPIO (Oct 24- Nov 21) Your perplicity, simplicity, simplicity. Things
ceptions ot life are often misunderstood.
are not always as complicated as you
Because of this it may be necessary lO exmake the out to be. You are becoming
plain your actions, so as not to offend those
quite isolated from those around you.
around you. Don't try to control your sur- . Spending some time socially may not
roundings all the time, learn to go with the
be such a bad idea this month.
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Men's
Basketball
Preview
Kit Kadlec
Sports editor
(photos by Kit Kadlec)

At thi pha e of the ea on, much
i up in the air for the men' basketball squad. ine lettennen are gone
with only five player' returning. The
players 10 t combined for 75Cft. and
69% of the rebounding, giving a good
illu tration of the unknown facing
'coach Michael Hopkin .
,. Our guy are working ery
hard," he aid. "We are much farther with thi team than with any
other teams (at thi point)."
There are few who believe in thi
team out ide of Conway right now,
though. The team w picked la t in
the Big South in Street & Smith's preview, and ixth in the Big South Presea on poll.
"I don't take much tock in tho e
magazine ," 'aid Hopkin. •. They
don't know anything about our
league."
Hopkin' ay he believe ., U C
A heville i the team to beaC' in conference. They urpri ed many la t
year by fini hing with the be t regu-

lar ea on record led by Big South
Player of the Year Jo h Pittman.
.. Our goal is to ha e a winning
record in the league," aid Hopkin.
.. Once we get there (Big South Tournament), we'll go one game at a
time."
To get there, the Chant ill ha e
to have build a currentl) mi ing
chemi try.
" You've got a lot of guy who
haven't played any minute t thi
level," Hopkin aid. "With chemi try, you ju t don't know yet becau
we ha en't had'a chan e to pia)
again t nyone el e."·
H ping to captain the team into
organization are enior Rodne
Dupre and Greg Smith. Junior Andrew Hinton, and ophom re Jerrod
Paige and Todd Shannon al 0 return.
The team 10 t Gerald King ho wa
named to the Big South all-rookie
team la t year when he tran ferred.
Joining the team from junior college are Michael Allen, J hn Moore,

Da id Dannen. Brent John n, Igel
Berghan, and Larry Robert . Fre hmen Marcu Stuart and highly touted
Carl Mo er hould al 0 make an impa t.
Hopkin feel that the tarting poition are till un 'nown.
"It' not a one ortwo man h
he aid ... J think we are going to be
a~.;...L..;._"""":';~

Rodne Dupre
Greg Smith
Upcoming Co tal Home game :
Men:
0'. 15- port
Reach(Exhibithion)
o . 25-Campbell
Women:
o . 22- e berry
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Photo Systems, Inc.

Meeting Yo r
Photographic eed
From. Portrait to Portfolio to ...
For an appointment or information
Call Paul at 236-6879
350 Wesley St • Cypre Plaza # 503
Myrtle Beach ( ext to Waccanlaw Pottery)
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CAA North Carolina still at top without Smith
Kit Kadlec

ACC dominates in editor's top ten picks

Sports editor

·t's Picks:
.North Carolina Tar Heels
.Purdue Boilermakers
.D ..~ Blue Devils

.South Carolina Gamecocks
.Kansas Jayhawks
.Michigan Wolverines
.Clemson Tigers
lO.Louisville Cardinals
11. ew Mexico Lobo
12. Kentucky Wildcats
13.UNC-Charlotte 4gers
4.Eastem Michigan Eagles
I 5. Fresno State Bulldogs
6.Conneticut Huskies
7.Rhode Island Rams
8. Wisconsin Badger
9.Xavier Musketeers
O. Texas Longhorns
1.Iowa Hawkeyes
2.South Alabama la·guars
3.Utah Utes
4.lowa State Cyclones
5.Arkansas Razorbacks

it's All-American Team
g-Mike Bibby(Arizona)
g-Chad Austin(Purdue)
f-Todd Burger(Syra~use)
f-Raef LaFrentz(Kansas)
-Kenny Thomas(New
exico)

ec. 17 -South Carolina at
lemson
an. l&-Purdue at Indiana
eb. 5-Duke at UNC
eb. 21-Iowa State at Kansas
eb. 28-Utah at New Mexico
ar. 7-Arizona at UCLA

i South Predictions
1. Coastal Carolina
· UNC Asheville
· Radford
· Liberty
· Ch 'leston Southern
.UMBC

This year. the NCAA
basketball season will have many
new looks in the coaching slots,
but many of the trong teams from
last eason will again be the top
team of the . 97-'98 eason. This
is a result of many player'
supri. ingly deciding to wait another
year before going into the NBA
draft. Returning champ Arizona
have virtuosly lost none of their key
players. The bigge ·t los to any
team seem' to be Dean Smith'
retirement from. orth Carolina.
Yet in the following you will see I
picked them at the top. I think
something definately wa lost, but
there i . so much still there that I
think the team will rally well
round their new coach. Well, here
are my prediction for the upcoming ea. on:

1. North Carolina
It might be hard to pick this
team at the top without Dean Smith,
but the vestige left behind by his
recruiting power is enough for
another championship season.
Antawn Jamison returns for his
third ea on as a Tar Heel. The 6-9
power forward averaged almost a
triple-double last season (19.1 ppg.
9.4 rpg), and may be one of the top
rebounder in the league with his
dominating quickness. A supporting cast of guards Shammond
Wiliams and Ed Cota, both dangerous from beyond the arc, and a very
quick Vince Carter (13 ppg) will
help take some pre sure off
Jamison. The only weak spot is at
center where the loss of 7-3 Serge
Zwikker (drafted by Houston) will
leave a big question mark. 6-11
freshman Brendan Hayward is the
best and maybe only choice for
replacement.

2. Purdue
Lately the Big Ten teams
have turned out countless disappointments. but Purdue has the
tools to return the glory back to the
conference. They may not have
many believers though, as the Big
Ten has turned in a 10-17 record
over the pa t three years of the
NCAA tournament. Purdue itself is
coming off a mediocre season of
18-12 last year. Yet this team has
enough talent to definately be a
final four pos ·ibility. Gaurd Chad
Austin ha' the star capability to
carry this team (17.0 ppg, 38.7 3-pt.
%). but that hould rarely be
necessary this year. Senior center
Brad Miller should add leadership

and rebounds (14.3 ppg, 8.3 rpg).
Also returning to the starting lineup
are forwards Brian Cardinal (10.6
ppg) and Jaraan Cornell (10.2 ppg).
A good recruiting class by coach
Gene Keady will make thi team even
'tronger.

3. Duke
Last year wa u ed only to lay a
foundation for the now experienced
Blue Devils. Four starter' and everal others return to this perennial
powerhouse Two thing are going
against them though. The first being
they play in the toughest conference
in the country where no game is an
easy win. Yet that also goes for orth
Carolina. What N.C. doesn't have i
the pressure that is on this Duke team
for this coming season. Tne Devils
have a lot to live up to without proving much last year. Some are saying
this is one of the best teams to come
around in year. Trajan Langdon
(14.3 ppg) returns after leading the
ACC in 3-pt. % last year, and Steve
Wojciechowski has proven he can
also shoot from out deep. The biggest weakness last year was on the
glass. A deficiency in this area was
said to have been to blame to an early
tournament exit to Providence.
Coach Mike Krzyzewski seems to
have take care of this though, by signing three of the top big men in the
country: Elton Brand, Chris Burgess,
and Shane Battier.

4. Arizona
Many might have thought after
winning the national champion last
season, thi teamwould 10 e key players to the draft. Suprisingly though,
last year itself was suppo ed to be a
rebuilding year. The top eight players from this team have all returned.
Talent-wise, many don't think this
team has the ability to be ju t the tenth
team ever to repeat as the NCAA
champions. An awesome backcourt
of Mile Simon (] 8.4 ppg) and Mike
Bibby (13.5 ppg, 5.2 apg) are by far
the backbone of this team. Michael
Dickerson (18.9 ppg) is the only
dominant big man The two others,
A.1. Bramlett and Bennett Davison
failed to reach double figures in scoring last sea on. Neither of them or
Dickerson are big rebounders either.
It is hard to criticize the returning
champs when they return ultimate]y
everyone of importance, but things
will be much different this season
with

everyone out to get them.

5. UCLA
The Bruins will give Arizona a
tough run for the Pac-I 0 championhip. They have won the ]a t three
traight titles, and have the abi1ity to
do it again, de pite the steady improvement of the other conference
teams. J.R. Hender on and Toby
Bailey both return, but recently found
out lelani McCoy wtll not be joining
them thi: year. Hender on and Bailey
are testament that this team till
knows how to win a national champion hip a they both were on
UCLA's 1995 champion hip team.
Coach Steve Lavin, in his econd year
in charge, led hi team on a 12-game
winning treak last year before being
beaten by Minnesota in the Midwest
regional final. He has a good recruiting cia thi year to replace the los
of Cameron Dollar and Charle
Q'Bannon to the draft.

6. South Carolina
I figured I had better not put this
team any lower in the rankings or I
definately would hear it from the numerous Gamecock fans around campus. After winning the SEC with a
dominating 15-1 record la t sea on,
they certainly deserve a top-ten ranking, though. They have lost little, and
experience should carry this team
much farther than their suprising fir t
round exit last year in the NCAA tournament to Coppin State. Some top
returners are gaurds B.1. McKie (17.4
ppg) and Melvin Watson (11.0 ppg).
The only thing holding this team back
from another 24-win season is a
tougher schedule i.nc1uding Maryland, Clemson, and Cincinnati.
Hopefully these games will prepare
them for another expected tournament birth.

7. Kansas
A very disappointing 10 s to Arizona in the NCAA tournament la t
ea on and the loss of Jaque Vaughn,
Jerod Hasse. and Scott Pollard would
appear to have made for a dreary eason for the Jayhawks. That will not
be the ca. e though, as forwards Raef
LaFrentz and Paul Pierce have both
decided to return. Also. the grand
expectations facing the team la t year
have disappeared. This team ha not
fallen out of champion hip contention
though, so keep an eye on them. They
will rematch Arizona December 2.

8. Michi!an

Coming off a epre 109 year with
the IT champion hip being their
sole prize, the Wolverines appear to
be very wea . but don't let the pa t
fool you. Thi i a brand new team.
Coach Fi cher i gone fter CAA
sanction , and the Wolverine may
finally have figured out how to play
as a team. In the IT champion hip,
Michigan showed heart and teamwork (hat was ab ent all ea 'on long.
Another po itive i Robert ~ Tractor"
Traylor (] 3.1 ppg. 7.7 rpg) i back for
another year after deciding not to
head into the BA, omething very
rarely een in thi Michigan program.
Louis Bullock (16.3 ppg. 47.2 3-pt.
%) will a] 0 playa very important
role thi ea on Maceo Ba ton will
be key thi year if he can finally live
up to expectation. Senior Travi
Conlan has provided excellent defen e for the Wolverine ,and should
playa big role thi. year.
1

9. Clemson
Having three ACC team in the top
ten might be a tretch in some eye ,
but Clemson has some very good
memories from Jast ea on to work
off of. They just missed upseting'
Minnesota in the CAA tournament
with a 90-84 los in double-overtime,
barely mis ing an elite-eight birth.
The Tigers finished last season 2310. Coach Rick Barnes has a good
returning class including senior Greg
Buckner (15.6 ppg). The Tigers run
a low-paced game, and will need to
rely on great defen e to make a run
in the ACC. Freshman Adam
Allenspach will add ize as the first 7
footer at Clemson in 27 year .

8. Louisville

The collapse of Cincinnati should
leave this squad as the team to beat
in Conference USA. La t year Louisville finished 26-9 after making it
to the Elite Eight. They 0 t Dejuan
Wheat, but gained USC transfer
Cameron Murray who will make a big
impact. A young backcourt of freshmen Marques Maybin and Travis
Best could leave a que tion mark, but
big men Alex Sanders. Nate John on,
and Damien Dantzler combined for
over 27 point and 16 rebounds a
game last year. This team is fa t,
exciting, and very capable of ending
up in the Final Four.
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alene William • named Big South
unner of the Year, took the top
pot in the Big South Conference
hampionship at 17:24. The team
ook six of the top eight pOlS.
anna Hopkins, who fini hed 4th
a named Big South Conferenc;
ookie of the Year. Here are the
oa~tal runners named to allonference:
olene William ,Catherine Conder
urie Occhipinti. Corina Hopkin:
lizibeth Pendleton, Danielle

Steve
Tylke
Sophomore
Baseball
Age: 19
Birthplace:
e Chants ended on a win with a
victory over Elon. Freshmen
tuart Riddle and Brandon Blealde
ere both named the Big South
econd team AU-Conference.
iddle led the team in scoring with
17 point (8 goal ,las ist) and
leakley wa second with 16 points
6 goals. 4 assists). The two
ombined for 3 game-winning
oals. Junior Ja on Garrett was
amed to the All-Academic Team.
n' B k t
2 players all scored in Coa tal's
pener against Fort Bragg. Carl
o er and Nig I Berghan a h had
pomt off the bench. C tal
umped to a 35-15 halftime lead
ut only out cored the vi itor by
ne point in the econd half for a
0-40 in. MIchael Allen lead the
am with 8 rebound. Coach
opkin said he a happy to e a
ide ariety of scoring.
'I'm not worried about who
coring the point If we can get
alance, it will be better for u ," he
·aid.
e Chan defen e held Fort Brag
o a .207 field goal percentage
hile totaling 5 blocks and 11
teal.
reg Smith injured hi wrist last
eek in practice, and had to it out
he game.
~I

e wre tling column will be back
pon popular demand, and the
pening of the basketbaJ] season

ong with x-country district results
ill be featured.

Milwaukee, \t\1iscon in

Major:
Computer cience

Why did I choose
Coastal Carolina?:
A chanc to play divi ion I
ba ball

Favorite athlete:
Br tt Favre

Favorite music

Th

~

atural

Favorite Qoute:
ucce i not fore\er, nd
failur i n't atal
-Don chula

What I like about
Coastal most is:
Inall cia e

What I like about
Coastal least is:
the food . n the cafeteria

Bambenek, a enior, had 12 kill
and 9 dig in Coa tal' rno t
recent match at UMBC.
She currently i econd on the
team in kill with 2 3 and lead
the team in dig with 2 6.

Gudjon on had 2 header goal
in the Chanticleer' final gam
of the year again t Elon on
them being th go-ah d go
end the ea on on a .• Gud ·
note.

LeForce looks forwa d 0
a new e erience in
basketbal i his firs year a
Kit Kadlec
Sports editor
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KISS 98.5
INTERCOASTAL WATERWAY

17 BYPASS

1200 SOUTH OCEAN BLVD
MYRTLE BEACH, SC 29575

You Bring The Money For Your Drinks And We Will Give
You Free Playing Chips. Turn In Your Remaning Chips
At The End Of The Night For A Chance At Great Prizes.
Free Party Shuttle Will Leave From The Front Of The
11M" Dorm At 8:30pm And Return At Approximately
1:30am.

